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The city of McDonald is a small
town located on U.S. Highway
36, with a population of 137, in

far western Kansas. The city relies on
outside services such as Kansas Rural
Water Association (KRWA) for
assistance with their water system’s
operation and leak location. Although
the town is small, an unaccounted water
loss was in excess of 83 percent1 from
January 2008 to March 2008 or
approximately 1,200,000 gallons per
month as reported by Operator Bruce Nickel from city of
McDonald’s April calculations.

Valves and access points challenge
Unfortunately, as with many small towns, there are few

valves and access points to listen for leak noises. It also has
few paved streets; most streets are hard-packed sand.
According to Doug Guenther, KRWA Technical Assistant,
the noise was incredibly loud no matter where KRWA staff
listened for the leak. The water lines are about five feet deep
under three to four feet of clay and about one foot of sand.
Listening with a traditional acoustic leak detector yielded
nothing and there were no visible signs of a water leak. 

While finding the leak, the KRWA
staff logged 54.5 hours of time with an
average cost of $35/hr (inclusive of
benefits and indirect costs) for labor
and drove 5,460 miles to the city of
McDonald from 1/1/07 to 9/30/08 with
an average mileage rate 52 cents,
costing the Association a total of
$1907.50 for time and $2,893 for
mileage. In addition, KRWA staff had
per diem costs and several overnight
stays to bring the total expense to

$4,800 for the assistance to the city of McDonald by
KRWA staff over an 18-month period. There was no cost to
the city, thanks to the contract with KRWA for onsite
assistance administered through the Kansas Water Office.

Fortunately, Doug Guenther was finally able to isolate
the leak to a two- by three-block area on the north side of
town. But, he could not isolate it further because there were
few if any valves on the distribution system. See the map in
Figure 1.

With the city of McDonald’s leak issue unresolved, I met
Greg Duryea from the KRWA offices in Seneca, KS, at
KRWA’s March 2008 annual conference. We discussed the
use of leak loggers in small towns. An acoustic leak sound
logging system is a zone monitoring system that combines
sound level and frequency loggers with radio transmission
for temporary or permanent monitoring in pipeline networks
that could help especially small towns find leaks with
limited water access points and limited valves.

The loggers could be left overnight or even longer, thus
freeing up the KRWA technicians to do something else
during the daylight hours. The loggers would listen for leaks
in the early morning hours when water usage was down,
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Figure 1: City of McDonald’s pipe network with water leak Logger attached to an exposed pipe
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pressure was up, and ambient noise was
at a minimum. In short, I felt that the
logger system could help find
McDonald’s leaks. Greg agreed to give
it a try and arranged a date to install the
loggers in the city.

After a short meeting with Doug
Guenther and KRWA Tech Gary
Armentrout and Operator Bruce Nickel
of McDonald on June 28, 2008, I started programming the
10 digital sound loggers. At approximately 3:50 pm we
strategically placed the loggers on site within the 6-block
area suspected to be the location of the leak. We finished at
approximately 6:30 pm. Fortunately, most of the valves had

been recently replaced and exposed so the loggers could be
easily installed. 

We arrived early the next morning and began collecting
the data from the loggers and retrieving them from the
various locations. We read the results with the viewing
software and were astounded by the results.

Identified by its own serial number, the loggers’ results
show red, indicating they have detected a possible leak. The
loggers marked in green indicate a leak was not detected.

Since loggers 05424 and 05432 had noise and loggers
06794 and 06793 did not, it was evident that we were not
dealing with one leak but two. The noise on logger 13272
could not be the same leak as heard at logger 05432
otherwise logger 06793 would have also indicated a leak.

The screen shots below show that the volume represented
by the vertical line is at maximum for both loggers. This is
further illustrated by the measurement statistics, which show
both the highest and lowest level to be at 100%. The
frequency of the leak is represented by the color of the

vertical line. Notice the color chart on
the right side of the display. When
looking at this graph on a personal
computer, each increment, which
represents a specific time, can be
viewed by moving the cursor over that
segment. You can tell at any
measurement the volume and frequency
of any noise. The statistics result shows
the highest and lowest level of
frequency. Generally when locating a

leak, the closer to the leak the higher the frequency. In this
case, logger 05432 had a leak frequency of 330Hz while
logger 05425 had a frequency of 950Hz. From this
information we could deduce that 05425 was closer to one
leak and 05432 was closer to the other leak. 

Pipeline network with installed loggers.

Screen shot of the Logger 05432 leak results Screen shot of the Logger 05424 leak results

Generally when
locating a leak, the

closer to the leak the
higher the frequency. 
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City of McDonald

Once the correct footage, diameter, and pipe material was
entered into the correlator controller it indicated the leak
was 67 feet from accelerometer A.

The leak was behind the dark colored car (see photo next
page). In the background you can see a pile of dirt. This is
where the second logger, 05432, was situated. It is also
where the accelerometer B was placed.

Two leaks found
Knowing that we were dealing with two leaks and that

one logger on the first leak was closer to the problem than
the other, we then used the a correlator to verify the
optimum position. We first did an overview of the isolated
pipe network section to see if the correlator could detect the
potential leak without having to enter pipe size, diameter
and length. Once we determined that the correlator was able
to locate the leak, we located the actual position of the water
line using an underground pipe utility locator. 

Once the line was located, Gary and Bruce measured as
close as possible the actual distance between the two
accelerometers.

Gary Armentrout determines the actual location of the water
pipe

Measuring the distance between the two accelerometers
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The leak was on a two-inch galvanized pipe,
approximately five feet deep. Shown in the photo below, the
dirt was dry until we were within one foot of the pipe. The
leak was repaired using a 2-inch clamp. Gary Armentrout
estimated this leak to be between 20 to 30 gallons per
minute, or 864,000 to 1,296,000 gallons per month.

We then adjourned for lunch to discuss the results of the
morning’s activities and to make preparations for finding
the second leak.

Resuming our activities after lunch, we used the
correlator at several different locations. We first tried to
correlate between logger 13305 and 13319, which placed
logger 05425 between the other two loggers. Rather than
enter exact information we used the correlator overview
program to see if there was a possible leak between the
accelerometers.

However, the volume on each of the loggers was maxed
at 100 percent but the frequency was relatively low. After
several other attempts we repositioned the accelerometers
near logger 13272 and 05425 and ran an overview. This
gave a very good correlation indicating the leak was
between the two. 

Further examination of the information for logger 13272
indicated that although the volume was not as high, the
frequency was much higher, 310Hz versus 190Hz. At this

point it was determined that the logger
was placed in such a manner that a five
foot section of plastic pipe was between it
and the 4-inch main. This accounts for the
lesser volume because plastic dampens the
noise. Think of it in terms of ringing a
brass bell versus ringing a plastic bell.
You can hear the brass bell from several
blocks away while the plastic bell cannot
be heard unless you are much closer.

We then moved the accelerometer to a
hydrant that was past the section of plastic
pipe and ran an overview and it indicated
a leak nearby. We used a utility locating
system to locate the actual pipe run. 

Pin point digital locate instrument
To more precisely locate the leak we used an acoustic

leak detector. This was done because pipe records are often
incorrect. Repairs, couplings, scale on the inside of the pipe,
and other unexpected issues can cause the calculations to be
slightly off. Using the acoustic leak detector allowed us to
pinpoint the leak with precision. We also used a probe rod
to see if there were any water on the tip. It indicated we
were over the leak. Note that there is nothing on the surface
to indicate a leak.

Accelerometer ‘A’ was placed just south
of logger 05432 on a hydrant

The second accelerometer was placed
near the new valve just north of logger
05424

The leak was behind the dark colored car

Using the acoustic leak detector allowed pinpointing the leak
with precision

Leak found five feet deep The leak was repaired using a 2-inch clamp
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Screen shot of logger 05425 indicating water leaksScreen shot of logger 13319 indicating water leaks

Screen shot of logger 13305 indicating water leaks Screen shot of logger 13272 indicating a water leaks

Underground locate transmitter connected to the hydrant Leaking joint on the 4-inch pipe

City of McDonald
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Jim Grimes is experienced with leak detection
and water line location technologies. 

He was formerly employed by Metrotech
Corporation for 20 years as Water Leak

Detection and Underground Utility Locate
Regional Sales Manager. Jim is presently

employed by RYCOM Corporation, 
Raytown, MO.

Once the correct distance, diameter and pipe material was
entered into the correlator it indicated the leak was
approximately 28 feet to the west.

Once again we used the acoustic leak detector to pinpoint
the leak, which turned out to be a leaky joint on the 4-inch
pipe. And just as before there was nothing on the surface to
indicate a leak was near. 

Gary estimated this leak to be between five to 10 gallons
per minute or 216,000 to 432,000 gallons per month

This leak, plus the leak found earlier in the day, accounted
for most of the 1,200,000 per month loss that McDonald
was experiencing. Based on information given to me by
Elmer Ronnebaum, General Manager of Kansas Rural
Water Association, the city of McDonald’s financial losses
from these two leaks was approximately $23,652 per year.
In addition KRWA technicians Gary Armentrout and Doug

Gruenther have spent approximately $4,800 in man-hours
and mileage.2 Elmer also stated “KRWA had identified
several leaking pipelines in McDonald as early as May 07 –
but it was impossible to pinpoint those leaks until there was
the benefit of the data logging equipment in May 08.” 

Small towns and rural water districts generally will not
have sophisticated leak detection equipment available. They
rely on state rural water association technicians or other
service providers. In Kansas, the Kansas Water Office refers
all systems with an unaccounted for loss of 30 percent or
more for technical assistance by the Kansas Rural Water
Association. In May 2009, the Association was working
with 38 such systems. 

This pipe was repaired using an 4-inch joint clamp

1  Kansas Rural Water Association. Unaccounted for water loss
is: Apr – June 42.2%, July – Sept 31.5%, Oct – Dec 75.3%,
Jan – Mar 08 83.1% 

2  54.5 hours at $35 per hour and 5,460 miles at 52 cents per
mile.




